Gene therapy in transplantation.
Gene transfer and gene therapy represent a relatively new field that has grown and expanded enormously in the last 5-10 years. The application of gene transfer and gene medicines to transplantation is currently in its infancy. Consideration for gene medicines in transplantation requires delivery of vectors, either to the graft or to the immune system. Delivery of vectors to the graft provides a choice of potential immunologic targets including: costimulatory signals; inhibitory cytokines; adhesion molecules; and molecules relating to apoptosis. In addition, non-immunologic targets, that increase graft protective mechanisms by reducing ischemic and immunologic damage, represent significant targets for gene transfer. Delivery of vectors to the immune system includes potential targets to modify the immune system, and results in tolerance. Other considerations for gene therapy include the development of additional technologies, such as gene conversion or transgenesis coupled with xenotransplantation, which may provide genetically modified organs. Another important aspect of gene transfer relates to regulation of the transgene expression. A variety of issues concerning innate immunity, adaptive immunity, response to vector components, response to transgene products, and entry of vectors into the antigen presentation and processing pathway require further investigation and refinement of approaches. Lastly, regulatable promoters and the understanding of their interaction with individual cells, tissues and organs, and their interaction with innate and adaptive immunity, are of paramount importance to improving the efficacy and utility of gene transfer. There is no doubt that there is much exciting basic and translational science to be accomplished in the next decade in order to solve these potential barriers and advance gene medicines into the clinical realm in transplantation.